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Abstract. Due to high specification of ASHRAE requirements, a data center (DC) must
have sophisticated cooling system to maintain its environment conditions. Its high dimensional coupling system dynamics makes controller design very challenging and complicated. A non-linear system model of a precision air conditioning (PAC) system with secondary condenser has been previously developed and then linearized at steady state operating
point. Based on the model, a model predictive control (MPC) based controller is designed
to deal with coupling state variables(i.e: temperature and relative humidity). The controller
also has ability to improve energy efficiency of the PAC system. The performance of the
proposed controller is validated through simulation. The results showed the effectiveness
of MPC based controller against the defined constraints.
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1 Introduction
For the last two decades, as the strengthening people awareness on sustainable energy future, energy saving strategies have become top priority in energy policies in many developed
countries all over the world, especially with the significant increase of energy consumption in
buildings[1]. For example, in 2004 building consumption in the EU was 37% of final energy[2],
bigger than industry (28%) and transport (32%). Meanwhile, the USA’s building energy
consumption accounted for 41% of primary energy consumption in 2010[3]. Mostly, the
categories of building services and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems
in developed countries constitute the major sources of energy use in buildings[1],[2]. Thus, the
research and development and their subsequent implementations of effective control strategies
for HVAC systems become primarily important and urgent.
Precision air conditioning (PAC) systems, which belong to HVAC applications, are widely
used in data centers(DCs) to maintain the temperature and relative humidity of DCs in an
appropriate condition as specified by ASHRAE requirements[4]. PAC system typically eliminates heat produced by the DC equipments using vapour-compression process cycle. Early
studies on HVAC control focusing on multiple loops of system-input–system-output (SISO) PIbased controllers have proved that the control strategies only benefited low gains. In addition,
its tedious and (sometimes) inaccurate tuning of classical PI-based HVAC controllers contributed to poor performance[5],[6]. Also, SISO controllers are unable to handle cross-coupling
nature in an HVAC system. Therefore, multivariable control strategies become interesting
options. Among many multivariable control strategies, model predictive control (MPC) approach has several advantages[7], which include: utilize of a mathematical model for antici-
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patory control actions instead of corrective control, incorporation of a disturbance model for
disturbance rejection, ability to deal with constraints and uncertainties, ability to handle slowdynamics processes with time delays, use of a cost function for satisfying multiple objectives,
and utilize of advanced optimization methods for computing of control vectors. The basic concept of MPC approach is to use a system model to predict the future states of the system using
the curent and past measurements. The controller, then, generates a control vector that minimizes a certain cost function over the prediction horizon in the presence of disturbances and
constraints. Many MPC applications in HVAC systems have been studied and implemented, for
instances: in controlling VAV zone temperature and damper position[8], for the charging and
discharging control of an ice storage system[9], in reducing energy consumption of heat pump
of a solar house[10], in controlling the optimal temperature of a commercial building[11], in
reducing the operating and maintenance cost in a district heating power plant [12], for maintaining the indoor thermal comfort in IoT Smart Space[13], and many others.
In order to overcome the drawbacks of convensional-method-based controller as mentioned
before(i.e. : being not able to handle coupled variables in MIMO system, not able to incorporate
constraints in control design, and the irksomely need of retuning controller parameters), the new
method of controller was proposed. This paper presents MPC controller design based on the
previously developed model by Subiantoro et al[14]. The PAC system model is derived using
psychrometric data and underlying physics laws, i.e.: the conservation of mass and energy
balance principles. The previous work was only the dynamic model of PAC system with new
additional component, namely a secondary condenser to improve regulation of relative humidity. But the controller for the system was not designed yet. Thus, based on the model, a model
predictive control (MPC) is designed to deal with coupling state variables(i.e: temperature and
relative humidity) and to improve energy efficiency of the PAC system. The performance of the
proposed controller is validated through simulation.

2 Methods
This section consists of two sub sections. The first part describes briefly the PAC model
used as controlled plant. Then, the controller design which applied to the plant is explained in
the second part.
2.1 PAC System Model
As mentioned before, the model used in the controller design is developed by Subiantoro
et al[14]. The schematic representation of the model is shown in Figure 1. The system consists
of basic HVAC components, namely: a compressor, heat exchanger components (an evaporator,
two condensers and a caviler pipe), two fans and regulation valves (an electronic valve and a
check valve). It is mainly composed of two parts, refrigerant-side and an air-side. The secondary
condenser is placed at PAC outlet to work as an air heating coil. The system uses refrigerant
R134a as its working fluid, with a total charge of 0.5 kg.
The dynamic model is derived using energy and mass conservation laws for components
composing the PAC system, which includes: compressor model, evaporator model, secondary
condenser, and cabinet model. For detail derivation, one can refer to[14].

Fig. 1. Schematic Representation of the PAC System[14].

The developed model is nonlinear. The model can be represented in state-space form as
𝒙̇ = 𝑯−𝟏 𝒇𝟏 (𝒙, 𝒖, 𝑡) + 𝑯−𝟏 𝒇𝟐 (𝒏, 𝑡)

(1)

where 𝒙 is state variables vector defined as 𝒙 = [𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑏 , 𝜔𝑐𝑎𝑏 , 𝑇1 , 𝑇1′ , 𝑇2 , 𝑇𝑤𝑒 , 𝑇𝑤𝑐2 , 𝜔1 ]𝑇 , 𝒖 is
input variables vector defined as 𝒖 = [𝑓, 𝑠]𝑇 , and 𝒏 is disturbance variables vector defined as
𝐧 = [𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟−𝑖𝑛 , 𝜔𝑎𝑖𝑟−𝑖𝑛 , 𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 , 𝑀]𝑇 . 𝑯−𝟏 is defined in Appendix A of the preliminary work[14].
In order to be convenient for designing multivariable control, the nonlinear model should
be linearized about its operating point as described in Table 1.
Table 1. The Operating Point of the PAC System.
Variable

Numerical value

Variable

Numerical value

𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑏

25.2051 ℃

𝑇𝑤𝑒

3.0266 ℃

22.4299 ℃

𝑇1′

23.0859 ℃

𝑇1
𝑇2

23.4183 ℃

𝑇𝑤𝑐2

24.8727 ℃

ω1

0.0102 kg/kg

𝜔𝑐𝑎𝑏

0.0104 kg/kg

𝑠

60 rps

𝑓

0.04722 𝑚3 /𝑠

Applying Taylor series method to equation (1) and calculate it about its operating point,
the linearized dynamic model can be written as state-space representation in the following compact form
𝒙̇ = 𝑨𝒐𝒑 𝒙 + 𝑩𝒐𝒑 𝒖 + 𝑽𝒐𝒑 𝒏

(2)

where 𝑨𝒐𝒑 , 𝑩𝒐𝒑 , and 𝑽𝒐𝒑 defined in [14].
Meanwhile, the output of the PAC system is calculated using linear regression method
considering linear relationship between the relative humidity of cabinet and the specific humidity of cabinet. The output of the system can be written as follows
𝒚 = 𝑪𝒐𝒑 𝒙 + 𝒅𝒐𝒑

(3)

where 𝐲 is output variables vector defined as 𝒚 = [𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑏 , 𝜙𝑐𝑎𝑏 ]𝑇 , with 𝑪𝒐𝒑 and 𝒅𝒐𝒑 defined
in[14].

2.2 MPC Controller Design
As digital controller, the MPC controller performs all estimation and optimization computations in discrete-time domain. Therefore, the model described in equation (2) and (3) have to
be discretized in the following form
𝒙
= 𝑨𝒅 𝒙𝑘 + 𝑩𝒅 𝒖𝑘 + 𝑽𝒅 𝒏𝑘
{ 𝑘+1
𝒚𝑘 = 𝑪𝒅 𝒙𝑘 + 𝒅𝑘

(4)

where 𝑨𝒅 , 𝑩𝒅 , 𝑪𝒅 and 𝑽𝒅 respectively are discrete form of matrices 𝑨𝒐𝒑 , 𝑩𝒐𝒑 , 𝑪𝒐𝒑 and 𝑽𝒐𝒑 .
Meanwhile, 𝒙𝑘 , 𝒖𝑘 , 𝒏𝑘 and 𝒚𝑘 respectively are discrete form of vector 𝒙, 𝒖, 𝒏 and 𝒚 defined as
in the previous subsection.
The main idea of MPC, as indicated by its name, is to predict the future states of the controlled system and subsequently to generate a control vector that minimizes a certain cost function over finite prediction horizon in the existence of disturbances and constraints. For each
sampling period only the first computed control element is applied to the system input , and the
remainder is eliminated. The process is repeated again in the next instant. Thus, the described
algorithm is also called receding horizon control. For a current system state 𝒙𝑘 , the control input is determined by the solution of
𝒖∗𝑘 = [1

0

⋯

0] (arg

min
[𝒖𝑘 ,⋯,𝒖𝑘+𝑛𝐶 ]

𝑇

𝐽(𝒙𝑘 , 𝒖𝑘−1 ))

(5)

subject to system, control and optimization constraints[15]. 𝒖∗𝑘 is the first control input from
the calculated set of optimal control inputs {𝒖∗𝑘 , ⋯ , 𝒖∗𝑘+𝑀 } for a control horizon of length 𝑛𝐶 .
The MPC uses the cost function 𝐽𝑘 to penalize (a) deviations of the predicted outputs from a
reference (setpoint) trajectory and (b) the smoothness of manipulated variable.

The cost function can be expressed in a discrete-time linear quadratic functional as follows
𝑏

𝑎

⏞ 𝑛𝐶−1
⏞ 𝑛𝑃
2
‖∆𝒖𝑘+𝑖 ‖2𝑾𝑼
̂𝑘+𝑖|𝑘 ‖ 𝒀 + ∑
𝐽𝑘 = ∑ ‖𝒓𝑘+𝑖 − 𝒚
𝑾

𝑖=0

(6)

𝑖=0

where 𝑘 is the current time index, 𝑛𝑃 is the prediction horizon, 𝑛𝐶 is the control horizon, 𝒓𝑘+𝑖
̂𝑘+𝑖|𝑘 is the predicted output vector at step 𝑘 + 𝑖, ∆𝒖𝑘+𝑖 =
is the reference vector at step 𝑘, 𝒚
𝒖𝑘+𝑖 − 𝒖𝑘+𝑖−1 is the variation of manipulated variable [11]. ‖. ‖2(.) indicates a square of an
Euclidean vector norm weighted over a specified matrix (‖𝒙 ‖2𝑊 = 𝒙𝑇 𝑾𝒙), (𝑾𝒀 )𝑇 ≽ 𝟎 and
(𝑾𝑼 )𝑇 ≽ 𝟎.
The 𝑛𝑃 -step output prediction used in 𝐽𝑘 is determined in the following equation:
𝑌̂

ϑ

⏞𝑦̂𝑘+1|𝑘
⏞ 𝐶𝐴
𝐶𝐵
2
𝑦̂𝑘+2|𝑘
𝐶𝐴𝐵 + 𝐶𝐵
𝐶𝐴
̂𝑘|𝑘 + [
=[
]𝒙
] 𝒖𝑘−1 +
⋮
⋮
⋮
𝑛𝑃
𝑖−1 𝐵
𝑛
∑
𝑃
𝐶𝐴
𝐶𝐴
𝑖=1
[𝑦̂𝑘+𝑛𝑃|𝑘 ]
𝐶𝐵

⋯

𝐶𝐴𝐵

𝐶𝐵

+

0

⋱

𝐶𝐴𝑖−1 𝐵

∑

0

∆𝑢𝑘
∆𝑢𝑘+1
[
]
⋮
⏟∆𝑢𝑘+𝑛𝐶 −1

⋮

⋮
𝑛𝑃

(7)

0
𝑛𝑃 −𝑛𝐶 +1

…

∑

𝑖=1

𝐶𝐴𝑖−1 𝐵

∆𝑢

𝑖=1

𝑆ϑ
The quadratic programing problem of MPC can defined as
1
min 𝐽𝑘 = ∆𝒖𝑇 𝝍∆𝒖 + 𝛝𝑇 ∆𝒖
∆𝑢
2

(8)

𝒚𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝒚𝑘 ≤ 𝒚𝑚𝑎𝑥 ; 𝒖𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝒖𝑘 ≤ 𝒖𝑚𝑎𝑥

(9)

subject to:

where:
𝝍 = 𝑺𝑻𝝑 𝑾𝒀 𝑺𝝑 + 𝑾𝑼
𝝑 = −𝑺𝑻𝝑 𝑾𝒀 𝜺
𝜺 =𝒓−𝝑
𝑦

𝒓 = [𝑟𝑘+1

𝑟𝑘+2

⋯

𝑤
𝑟𝑘+𝑛𝑃 ]; 𝑾𝒀 = [ ⋮
0

(10)
𝑢

⋯ 0
𝑤
⋱
⋮ ]; 𝑾𝑼 = [ ⋮
⋯ 𝑤𝑦
0

⋯
⋱
⋯

0
⋮ ]
𝑤𝑢

The control process of MPC is schematically described in Figure 2. It consists of two main
block, namely: MPC block and plant block. The MPC block calculates the optimal control 𝒖∗𝑘
and uses it to control the plant so that it can follow the setpoint trajectory and fulfil the constraints and cost function criteria. Meanwhile, the plant block is the dynamics model for the
controlled process as derived in [14]. It contains system parameters and typically includes uncertainties, both model uncertainty and disturbances.

Fig. 2. Schematic Control Diagram of MPC for the PAC System.

3 Results and Discussions
For the simulation, the following parameters have been set: prediction horizon 𝑛𝑃 = 200s,
control horizon 𝑛𝐶 = 25𝑠, sampling time 𝑇𝑠 = 5𝑠. Meanwhile the constraints for fan and compressor are defined as follows
0.01416 ≤ 𝑓 ≤ 0.04722
20 ≤ 𝑠 ≤ 73.33
The simulation was conducted using well-known general purpose software, Matlab® 2018b.
Simulation of MPC controller gave satisfying result as depicted in Figure 3. The contolled
variables, i.e: temperature and RH, can follow the setpoint trajectory smoothly. Even there is
small overshoot when the setpoint changes, the output variables relatively well decoupled using
the controller. The choosing of horizons, both prediction and control horizon, are very crucial
in order to get the expected result. Due to the slow dynamics of the system, value of 𝑛𝑃 = 200s
and 𝑛𝑐 = 25s for duration 7000s are reasonable [7].

Fig. 3. Output responses of PAC System using MPC.

When setpoint of 𝑇𝑖𝑛−𝑐𝑎𝑏 is changed from 25℃ to 26℃ in 𝑡 = 2000𝑠 while maintaining
setpoint 𝑅𝐻𝑐𝑎𝑏 constant, it can be seen that actual value 𝑅𝐻𝑐𝑎𝑏 changes as well, though very
small amount. In a similar way, the change of setpoint 𝑅𝐻𝑐𝑎𝑏 from 65% to 64% in 𝑡 = 4500𝑠
while maintaining setpoint 𝑇𝑖𝑛−𝑐𝑎𝑏 constant still effects in actual value 𝑇𝑖𝑛−𝑐𝑎𝑏 . The both cases
show that there is interaction between the two variables (𝑇𝑖𝑛−𝑐𝑎𝑏 and 𝑅𝐻𝑐𝑎𝑏 ) or in another term,
they are coupled each other. However, in both cases, the amount of change responses are very
small. Thus, it proved that MPC controller performs very well in decoupling the multivariable
system.
Besides the ability of decoupling the MIMO system, there is another advantage of MPC
which makes it become preference among process engineers in controlling multivariable
systems. It is the ability to handle constraints in a fashionable way. From Figure 4 it can be seen
that the values of fan speed (𝑓) and compressor speed (𝑠) are limited in particular range as
defined in constraints, i.e.: between 0.01416 𝑚3 /𝑠 and 0.04722 𝑚3 /𝑠 for 𝑓, while for s
between 20 𝑟𝑝𝑠 and 73.33 𝑟𝑝𝑠. In 𝑡 = 2000𝑠, the fan and compressor speed decrease to make
system follow setpoint 𝑇𝑖𝑛−𝑐𝑎𝑏 change. The same way happens when setpoint 𝑅𝐻𝑐𝑎𝑏 is changed
in 𝑡 = 4500𝑠. The control inputs change as well, but again still in their range limits. The fan
speed is around 0.0142 𝑚3 /𝑠 while the compressor speed is about 25 𝑟𝑝𝑠.

Fig. 4. The value of control input of PAC System using MPC.

As illustrated in Figure 4, the optimization algorithm inside MPC computed the optimal control law such that the value of control inputs will not outside the defined range while in the same
time it also satisfies the setpoint conditions.

4 Conclusion
An MPC based controller has been designed and validated through simulation. Its performance to control cabinet temperature and relative humidity of PAC system is very well. The
controller can handle the cross-coupling variables with satisfying result. It can be seen from the
responses in both cases (changing one variable and maintaining the another constant), i.e.: the
amount of overshoot responses are very small. Its superiority, particulary in dealing with
constraints and cost function, is demonstrated by simulation. Despite the changing of setpoint
𝑇𝑖𝑛−𝑐𝑎𝑏 and 𝑅𝐻𝑐𝑎𝑏 , the control inputs (𝑓 and 𝑠) still change in their range limits as defined in
constraints.
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Nomenclature
𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑏
𝑇𝑤𝑒
𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟−𝑖𝑛
𝑀
𝑠
𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑇𝑤𝑐2
𝜔𝑎𝑖𝑟−𝑖𝑛
𝜔1
𝑇1′

: air temperature in cabinet (℃)
: compressor speed (𝑟𝑝𝑠)
𝑓
: evaporator wall temperature (℃)
: relative humidity of the cabinet (𝑘𝑔/𝑘𝑔)
𝜙𝑐𝑎𝑏
: air temperature in Datacenter room (℃)
: specific humidity of the cabinet (𝑘𝑔/𝑘𝑔)
𝜔𝑐𝑎𝑏
: humidity load of the cabinet (𝑘𝑔/𝑠)
: air temperature of evaporator output (℃)
𝑇1
: air temperature of secondary condenser (℃)
𝑇2
: air flow speed (𝑚3 /𝑠)
: heat sensible load from the IT equipment (𝑘𝑊)
: secondary condenser wall temperature (℃)
: specific air humidity in the Datacenter room (𝑘𝑔/𝑘𝑔)
: specific humidity from evaporator output (𝑘𝑔/𝑘𝑔)
: air temperature between the evaporator dry and wet region (℃)
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